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A.1 Project brief
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A.2 Project Planning

Risk mapping
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Project Planning
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A.3 Case Study

A.3.1 Adhesive remova through heat gun

A.3.2 Material Testing

Test Standard: ATSM 3939
Setup

width of coupon: 60 mm

Wooden Samples:

110 mm

https://youtu.be/2XrFUw-ailg

https://youtu.be/2XrFUw-ailg
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Test setup

Broken sample
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Test result
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A.3.3 Prototyping

Reference

Cad model
Reference bike Reference bike

CAD model from actual bike

Band Saw

Sepererated panels

Bonded cover
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Reference bike

building the final cart

I  w
as  an  Aircraft .

 . 

Band Saw

Sepererated panels

Bonded cover

Poly Max clear adhesive

Applying adhesive 

Branding
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A.4 Cocreation session

A4.1 Participants

 Attendees of co-creation session

Erik Tempelman:  
Associate professor at Faculty of Industrial Designer Engineering, TU Delft

Erik has experience in innovation, research and education at the crossroads 
of design, materials, sustainability, and manufacturing. With his expertise in 
design, manufacturing and Sustainability, Erik is the Chair of the supervisory 
committee of this graduation project.

Irene Fernandes Villagas:

Associate professor at Faculty of Aerospace Engineering, TU Delft.

Irene has 18 years of experience in polymer composite welding technology and 
is the mentor of this graduation project

David Peck:
Associate professor at faculty of Architecture and building technology. 

David’s years of experience covers Sustainability challenges, Critical product 
design and Governmental policy. David has also experience working as a  
project manager at Lucas Aerospace
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A4.2 Link to miro Board

https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/VjR0NXRDbUZrOEEzWDJtZ2kxWTF-
PU1N0alJYRG9nTTUwY1dRVFVwVjhHaTM4emxMTUR6SnU4NUVPeVlGbkxDY-
3wzMDc0NDU3MzQ3NzU1MzMxNzgw

Bart Mooij:
Senior Material and Process Expert at Safran Cabin
Being a sponsor of the aircraft galley for the project, Bart was invited to the 
session as a Stakeholder representing the composite manufacturer.
Eduard Eijkman and Dragos Dascalu:
Industry process consultants at Dassault,

Working with several industries to implement Dassault’s PLM software, Eduard 
and Dragos have experience with implementing the upcycling program assisted 
by PLM software.

Arun Junai:
European Research and Innovation Professional
Working with European Affairs to formulate strategy, prepare program/
technology roadmaps, and propose proposals, Arun provided the project with 
insight needed to make it feasible and viable for implementation. 

Naga Gautham: 
Masters Student, industrial Ecology, TU Delft and University Leiden

Naga is working on his master’s project focusing on Industrial ecology and 
circular economy with experience in Industrial engineering.

Pranav Gawde, Atula Jadhav, Thomas Kandavil Abraham 
Master’s Student, Faculty of industrial design Engineering, TU Delft

Pranav, Atula and Thomas were invited to the co-creation session as Industrial 
designer representing the primary users of the repurposing guidelines.

Pranav Gawde, Atula Jadhav, Thomas Kandavil Abraham 
Master’s Student, Faculty of industrial design Engineering, TU Delft

Pranav, Atula and Thomas were invited to the co-creation session as Industrial 
designer representing the primary users of the repurposing guidelines.

https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/VjR0NXRDbUZrOEEzWDJtZ2kxWTFPU1N0alJYRG9nTTUwY1dRVFVwVjhHaTM4emxMTUR6SnU4NUVPeVlGbkxDY3wzMDc0NDU3MzQ3NzU1MzMxNzgw
https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/VjR0NXRDbUZrOEEzWDJtZ2kxWTFPU1N0alJYRG9nTTUwY1dRVFVwVjhHaTM4emxMTUR6SnU4NUVPeVlGbkxDY3wzMDc0NDU3MzQ3NzU1MzMxNzgw
https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/VjR0NXRDbUZrOEEzWDJtZ2kxWTFPU1N0alJYRG9nTTUwY1dRVFVwVjhHaTM4emxMTUR6SnU4NUVPeVlGbkxDY3wzMDc0NDU3MzQ3NzU1MzMxNzgw
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A4.3 Activity

Activity 1: Evaluate the repurposing guidelines with all the 
participating stakeholders

Activities:

00-05 mins: 
A brief introduction to the project by Erik and introducing participants, facilitator and co-
facilitator.

05-15 mins
Introduction and presentation to the graduation project and description of activities. 

15-25 mins
Ice breaker session to get the participant comfortable in using the miro board and 
kickstarting the session with interacting activity such that later participant can easily 
communicate with Miro board platform

25-45 min
Reviewing the draft guidelines: 
Participants were asked to go through the guidelines considering themselves as a 
stakeholder and give feedback by writing the feedback on Miro board or opening the 
discussion, Aim of the activity was to get the review from the potential user of this 
guidelines. Later, Industrial designers were asked to give their opinion on guideline after 
the workshop. 

Fig 4.2 Guideline review during co-creation session
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Outcome

The activity was concluded with constructive feedback (Fig. 4.2) from the 
participants. One of the major discussion that getting everyone’s attention was 
guidelines focusing on the design phase regarding the standardization of parts. 
Concerns were raised about the impact of standardization and modularity on 
high-performance composite products in aircraft composite having a complex 
shape. The part identification was related to blockchain and NFT. One of the 
positive impact mentioned in identification guidelines were making the process 
more transparent and accessible with PLM software. Further, participants asked 
for clarification on a clear separation between key players involved in the 
process. 

As expected some of the participants also mentioned few automation 
processes which can accelerate the transition phase such as using virtual 
reality for dismantling process or creating a process which can assist the 
workers. Some of the stakeholders also indicated their concern regarding 
the economical side of the repurposing and marketing plan. Arun Junai also 
mentioned some of the new guidelines which should be added focusing on the 
consumer perspective such as aesthetics and expectation of consumers.

45-50 mins

Participants were then given 5 min break to refresh them-self and prepare for the next 
activity.

50-80 mins

Participants were divided into two teams, stakeholders and design engineer. 1st team 
involves the participant having experience working with composite material, PLM  
software and Circular economyand were asked the following questions.

1.  To make effortless repurposing of the Aircraft composite Galley for Industrial designer, 
What kind of information will you seek from the various product life cycle stages?  

This question aimed to collect the opinion of stakeholders regarding the PLM software 
and the information they find essential from initial product life.

Outcome: 
In addition to the required information mentioned in the PLM chapter, participants 
suggested including skills which are required by the decommissioning worker to 
dismantle the entire composite product after the end of the life. The other important 
element discussed during this activity was the inclusion of Product weight which can 
provide information concerning sustainability.
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2. What repurposing application or sector will be best suited for composite 
panels?

The goal of this activity was to observe if Industrial designers can remember the 
information provided to them from guidelines.

Outcome:
As a positive outcome, participants suggested the application from the 
automobile sector, transportation and temporary film sets where such products 
are continuously moved from location to location. This show that, by keeping 
the guidelines, Designers can find the application which will take advantage of 
high strength to weigh the property of composite material..

3. To repurpose a product out of the galley, we have to disassemble the 
original galley. The galley contains a bonded panel and many hidden inserts. 
Usually, it takes a working day to dismantle it. To maintain the economic value, 
we have to find the application/ process which can create higher value than 
disassembly and processing cost.

By solving this design task, the co-creation session can prove that designer can 
determine the strategy to keep the economical value of repurposed product 
high enough to market the product.

Outcome:
Few of the strategy provided by industrial designers were as follow:

1. By providing carbon credits for the manufacturing industry for 
repurposing their products.
2. Finding the application with a very long life to utilize the maximum 
potential by repurposing.
3. Creating an emotional value to market the repurposing product. 

Fig 4.3 Co-creation activity 2
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80-90 mins
Participants were asked to write a quote about the concept of repurposing 
composite material and what are their opinion . Based on this quote, the 
participant will be contacted post-co-creation session to discuss the final 
outcome of the project if it can solve their concern.

Erik
“We do this not because it is easy but 
because it is hard!”

Irene
“The impact of repurposing on the 
sustainability (e.g. emissions during 
operations of the original vehicle) 
needs to be monitored to make proper 
decisions.”

David
“I am not convinced the business model 
in terms of costs and revenues stack 
up. The hope of policymakers and 
regulators forcing a change on the 
scale wanted won’t happen in the short 
term. I think the value in the research 
lies in understand the financial ‘gap’”

Bart 
“A phased approach starting with 
the reuse of industrial byproduct and 
ending would be a good way to get 
manufacturers on board. The end goal 
is to repurpose end-of-life components.”

Eduard
“getting the right (materials) data in 
the right from the start of the design 
by PLM and use this data over the full 
lifecycle including repurposing.”

Dracos
“Combining financial incentives with 
environmental responsibility will 
provide the necessary pressure for such 
repurposed programs to start.”

Pranav:
“The application sector to target needs 
to be capable enough to sink in a 
large amount of repurposed composite 
materials.”

Atula
“Telling the story is key to an interactive 
marketplace.”

Thomas:
“The focus at this stage is more to 
involve all stakeholders in a system that 
engulfs all. ”
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